
KimmoBox
Innovative Pallet-Box Configurations



The KimmoBox range consists primarily of corrugated 
fibreboard packaging solutions, with elements that can 
be configured in a variety of different ways depending 
on your needs. These pallet-box configurations offer 
exceptionally lightweight, durable packaging 
options for clients in a variety of industries.

Affordable, Versatile & Sustainable
KimmoBox is one of the least expensive packaging options available.
 Choosing KimmoBox helps to reduce packaging spend without
 sacrificing product quality. 
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Lightweight 
Corrugated fibreboard has a low, consistent 

weight which makes it easy to transport 
and provides massive savings in 

transportation costs.

Sustainable 
100% recyclable, ideal for companies 

that prioritise sustainability.   

Strong and durable
This material is strong relative to its weight. 
The liner-flute structure gives our KimmoBox 

its rigidity and strength, making it a robust 
solution.

Cost-effective
KimmoBox helps to cut costs with its 

combination of strength and lightness. It is 
one of the most affordable packaging 

options available, due to its 
strength-to-weight ratio.

Customised to your needs 
The box dimensions, the selected 

cardboard quality, and the configuration of 
the lid, sides and base can all be 

customised.

Advantages and benefits of Corrugated Fibreboard

Branding options
KimmoBox products can also be branded 

with your company logo.



If you’re wondering which KimmoBox configuration 
will work best for you, our industrial packaging 
specialists can help you to find the ideal 
fit-for-purpose corrugated fibreboard solution.

Corrugated Fibreboard: Fast Facts
Corrugated fibreboard is made with one or more fluted corrugated sheets attached to liner boards using adhesive. 

The elements Kimmo uses are chosen to provide maximum performance from the packaging. We use double-walled 
corrugated sheets comprising three liners, separated by two layers of fluting. We can also offer other alternatives 
upon request.

Corrugated fibreboard is particularly suitable for lighter loads with little to no bulging effect, which require lighter 
product protection. There are also a few cost-effective modifications we can make, to ensure the packaging is still 
stackable.

Kimmo’s Integrated Pallet-Box Configurations

There are a number of different ways to combine our pallets and boxes to create an excellent bespoke solution for 
your needs.

Box Configurations

The type of box you choose will also depend on your specific requirements:

Tray, Sleeve & Lid

Suitable for loads with little to no bulging effect.

Stacking is not recommended unless the load is very light. Additional 
edge board on the corners can improve stackability.

Must be strapped in order to guarantee the integrity of the box.

Regular Slotted Container

Suitable for loads with moderate bulging effect.

Ideal for clients wanting to stack several boxes on a 
single integrated pallet.

Top and bottom can be taped, strapping or stitching 
the box to the pallet is recommended. 

If you’re wondering which KimmoBox configuration will work best 
for you, our industrial packaging specialists can help you to find 
the ideal fit-for-purpose corrugated fibreboard solution.



Our agile approach to packaging allows us to customise our KimmoBox solutions on 
a case-by-case basis, serving clients with a diverse array of specific packaging needs.

Affordability

Durability

Light in weight

Strapping of product

Prolonged exposure to water

Export-ready (ISPM15 exempt)

Cantilever racking systems

Plywood PalletEco Pallet Wooden Pallet

ISPM15 compliant

Pallet Options for KimmoBox

Our KimmoBox range is also often referred to as our Pallet-Box solutions range. We have a variety of pallet options to 
choose from, depending on your product weight and configuration, mode of transport and logistical requirements.

There are three pallet options available. Each of our pallets has its own advantages:

Integrated Eco Pallet

Corrugated tray with 30mm honeycomb 
inserts & corrugated legs.      
OR
Honeycomb base with edge board 
wrap-around & corrugated legs.

Recommended for lighter products with 
evenly spread weight.

You can also opt not to use a pallet at all.

Plywood Pallet

Plywood pallet with a corrugated tray or 
edge board wrap-around.      

Recommended for moderate loads where 
there is a risk of bulging or water exposure. 

Solid Wood Pallet

Wooden pallet with corrugated sheet and 
edge board wrap-around.       

  

Recommended for heavier products that 
need to be strapped and conditions with a 
risk of water exposure.

Talk to the Kimmo team today about creating your ideal, fully 
customised corrugated fibreboard packaging configuration.

Give us a ring: 
+27 11 613 8319
+27 86 618 0766

Mail us: 
info@kimmo.co.za

Our physical address: 
Unit 1, City Deep Industrial Park

37 Fortune Street, City Deep

www.kimmo.co.za


